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The following account takes place in the future…

THE GROUND INVASION

All believers in Christ are now told to board the massive spaceships and it is quite a
sight to see millions stream into the ships. This time there is an enormous command
ship piloted by Jesus and surrounded by combat ships manned by his angels.
With a speed faster than a million times the speed of light they head for the earth. This
time Jesus is not coming back to save anyone. There is no mercy or grace this time as
He arrives as the King of kings and Lord of lords to possess the earth and set up the
Thousand Years Kingdom. Revelation 19:11-18
As the believers watch the invasion from the television monitors in their spaceships,
they see combat ships fly close to the earth and use death rays to start a mass killing of
the soldiers that are still alive in the valley of Armageddon and then on all the continents
of the earth. All men, women and children with the embedded microchip are summarily
executed without any kind of trial. Angels take their souls to hell, which enlarges itself to
receive the multitude of people arriving for a thousand-year stint. Isaiah 5:14-15
An elite angel unit locates the underground bunker where the Supreme Leader and the
Pastor are hiding. The two of them are loaded onto a special spaceship and flown
directly to the Lake of Fire somewhere outside of the universe. Upon their arrival, they
are processed by God’s angels and placed in positions of torment in the Lake of Fire.
These two men curse Lucifer. verses 19-21
A special angel commands a spaceship that is used to hunt down Lucifer who has lost
all his combat forces. Without fanfare, Lucifer is surrounded by holy angels and the
angel in charge ordered Lucifer to stand still while a special chain made of an unknown
metal is wrapped around him. Without any delay, Lucifer is taken aboard the spaceship
and flown deep into the earth to the bottomless pit where the special angel chains
Lucifer to the wall and seals the pit. The last sound heard is Lucifer roaring like a lion to
express his anger. The angels pay no attention to the pitiful being who caused a space
war, seduced Eve, and created hell on earth for some 6,000 years. This is where Satan
will stay locked up for the next thousand years. Revelation 20:1-3

THE CHILDREN

A small segment of the population prefers not to clone and they give birth to children.
When the Pastor introduced the microchip, it was stipulated that a child must be at least
ten years old to receive it. The Pastor states the embedded microchip was more than a
convenient form of doing business, it was an act of loyalty to the Supreme Leader
involving a pledge of allegiance to worship and serve the leader of the World
Federation. A child under the age of ten would not be mature enough to understand
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what was happening and therefore children would be taken care of by their parents,
who would purchase what was needed.
The clones, regardless of age, were all executed during the ground invasion because
they could not be redeemed. Just like the Supreme Leader and the Pastor, they have a
physical body, but no soul or spirit.
It is important to Jesus that the young children be saved and special evacuation units
follow the killing angels that exterminate anyone with the embedded microchip. These
young children have been traumatized by the attack from heaven and seeing their
parents executed. The angels search for surviving children on every continent, taking
them to special hospital ships that orbit the earth to be treated for wounds or sickness.
Believers are given charge to love, comfort, and teach them about Jesus. The only thing
they cannot do is lead them to Christ and praying for salvation. Since Lucifer is locked
up, and the fallen angels and demons have been immobilized for a thousand years, it is
impossible for these children to be tempted. Thus, they cannot make the decision to be
saved and have to wait until the end of the 1,000 years when the Devil is loosed. Only
then can they make a choice between Jesus or Lucifer. The children are told that once
the earth had been refurbished, they will be returned to the earth to grow up, marry and
have children. Revelation 20:7-10

THE SECOND RE-CREATION

The surface of the earth is destroyed and all water had been turned into a blood-like
liquid. The condition is much like it was before Adam and Eve were created. Genesis
1:2
The believers in Christ are told they are going to be held in the colossal spaceships
while the earth is refurbished. Angels use this time to educate the believers in
governing, science, history and a number of other subjects to prepare them for the reign
of Christ. Revelation 20:4
Millions of angels descend to the earth and start the process of cleaning the oceans and
replenishing them with fish and other creatures. Mountains are rebuilt, rivers dug and
billions of trees, plants and flowers are planted. The majority of animals were killed as a
result of the terrible judgments and the land and sky is populated again.
With superior technology, it does not take long for the angels to restore the earth to its
former glory before Adam and Eve sinned.
The only city rebuilt by the angels is Jerusalem. A massive palace is built for Jesus
which He will occupy during the thousand years. A smaller palace is built for King David,
who will rule the saved people from the 12 tribes.
It is up to the believers in Christ to rebuild the nations and cities of the world once they
are brought down from the spaceships.
The angels rebuild the canopy of frozen water high up in the atmosphere to create the
same climate Adam and Eve enjoyed before they sinned. This canopy filters out the
ultra-violet rays of the sun and creates a uniform climate around the world.
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Angels prepare the surface of the ground so that a mist rises every night from ground
and waters the surface of the earth. Genesis 2:5-6
Every day the believers watch the progress on the earth and they are excited as the
beauty of the earth returns just like it was in the Garden of Eden.

BACK ON EARTH

All believers were given their positions and rewards at the Judgment Seat of Christ.
Many believers were shocked at the positions they were given in the 1,000 years
kingdom. Many prominent ministers ended up with menial positions, and when they
complained, they were told that they had served themselves rather than the Lord on
earth to gain fame and money. There were many janitors, prayer warriors and smalltime pastors who ended up as nation rulers in the 1,000 years kingdom. Others were
given jobs in the administration of the different nations. The one thing they all had in
common is that they are content and happy to have been saved and receive eternal life
with Jesus. Revelation 20:4; Matthew 25:14-23
Every believer who has returned with Jesus from heaven has a resurrected body similar
to Jesus. They are able to move from the spirit world to the physical realm at will. Their
bodies are tangible to the people on the earth and they are in charge of the
governments of the different nations, including the judicial system.
The earth has been completely refurbished and the believers in Christ are told that
Jesus plan was to rebuild the nations. The believers return to the nations they once
lived in in order to set up the infrastructure of cities, roads, airports, schools, factories
and farming. The surviving children are distributed to their nation of origin and believers
set up schools and care centers for them. As soon as they become adults, they are
encouraged to marry and start families.
In a few hundred years the children that survived the Great Tribulation are able to
repopulate the earth so that the population reaches one billion people. There is no
sickness or aging. An original couple from the Great Tribulation can have children year
after year during the millennium.
There won’t be any infant deaths, and if a person fails to obey the Word of God and
chooses to live a life of sin, he will only be allowed to live until the age 100, and then the
curse of sin will catch up to him. Isaiah 65:20

LIVING IN THE KINGDOM OF JESUS

The earth has been restored to the original beauty it had before Adam and Eve sinned.
With the ice canopy covering the planet, the temperature is the same all over the earth.
There is no more ice at the North Pole and the continent of Antarctica is accessible with
lush forests, beautiful lakes, and valleys. Some people have been sent to this continent
and work in manufacturing and farming.
One thing you won’t find any more on earth is deserts since every inch of the earth is
covered with vegetation. The soil has been cleansed and enriched, ensuring bumper
crops every year for the farmers. As a result, the oxygen level in the atmosphere rises
from 20.95% to 35%, which is same level that Adam and Eve experienced. More
oxygen promotes health in the human body.
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The animal kingdom has changed and all creatures have reverted to a vegetarian diet.
Lions roam the forests and people can pet them without fear. Bears are friendly and
humanity no longer is afraid of them. The snakes are no longer poisonous and Jesus
has restored the legs they had in the Garden of Eden.
The air is filled with all sorts of birds and there are no predators. Insects like mosquitos
no longer pester mankind and the lakes and the oceans are full of all kinds of fish. The
prophecies of old have come true. Isaiah 11:6-9

JESUS RULES FROM JERUSALEM

Jerusalem is the capitol of the earth and Jesus is constantly present in the palace, ruling
the world with a rod of iron. Revelation 2:27; 19:15; Zechariah 8:1-3
Jesus issues a decree that there be no more wars. He orders all His rulers of the
different nations to set up a program to remove the burnt-out tanks, trucks, artillery
pieces, and any other equipment used for war that dots the landscape of six continents.
The scrap metal is taken to steel mills to be melted and forged into rolled steel sheets
which will be used to produce vehicles and farming equipment.
Jesus also orders all military bases to be closed so that none of the descendants
coming out of the Great Tribulation will be drafted or hired as soldiers. All law
enforcement is carried out by special units of believers who will enforce the laws
dictated by the Son of God. Isaiah 2:1-4
Satan has been cast into the bottomless pit, the fallen angels are restrained from
working evil among the people, and evil spirits are forbidden to possess or harass the
children who survived the Great Tribulation, including their offspring. Since God is
bound by the decision He made at the trial of Lucifer, no person can be saved during
the 1,000 years kingdom. When Satan is finally set free at the end of the millennium, all
the unsaved will have to decide if they want Jesus or Lucifer. Revelation 20:7-8

GLOBAL TELEVISION NETWORK

Jesus sets up a global television network and from time to time He speaks to the
nations and exhorts them to read the Bible and obey His commandments. A training
center is set up in Jerusalem where the 12 apostles host seminars for the believers,
who will go into every nation and teach biblical principles to the people born after the
Great Tribulation.
The new planetary television network is also connected to an intergalactic network that
provides service to every angel civilization in the universe. Jesus records a special
program for the angels to explain how the 1,000 years kingdom is the last stage in
proving God's righteousness.
Jesus explains that Adam and Eve were set in a perfect environment, and when
tempted by Lucifer, they chose to rebel against Him. As a result, Lucifer was the prince
of the earth until the day that Jesus was resurrected.
The Devil exchanged God’s tranquility for the chaos of war, human sacrifice to demons,
and sexual immorality. Despite Satan’s power, certain men and women exercised their
free will and chose to serve God.
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Then came the church age empowered by the Holy Spirit. Lucifer was dethroned and
continued to steadfastly resist God's work on earth. Despite Satan’s actions, millions of
people continued to exercise their free will to be born again and move into the Kingdom
of God.
Jesus then looks straight into the camera and says, "Holy angels, watch the events on
earth. I have created an environment never before seen in the universe. The people
who obey My commandments will not die or be sick. They will have jobs, houses,
vehicles to travel in, vacations, recreation and live a life of total luxury. Food will be
plenty and all kinds of sport’s entertainment will be available for them. They will have
access to Me in Jerusalem. There is no crime or destructive substances like drugs and
alcohol.
People will feel well and happy all the time. Nevertheless, I have not removed the sin
nature from humanity. I want you to pay attention to the last part of the 1,000 years
kingdom when I allow Lucifer to return and regain command over his fallen angels and
demons.
Watch the people who have lived in a perfect environment for a millennium. They will
reject Me and turn to Lucifer as their god. This is what free will means. There is a choice
for each person. When they choose to rebel against Me, it is not My fault, rather the
fault lies with them. Thus, I am totally justified to cast them into the Lake of Fire along
with Lucifer and his fallen angels."

RESTORATION OF THE NATION OF ISRAEL

Descendants of Abraham have been collected among the children that survived the
Great Tribulation. The 12 tribes of Israel exist once again. They possess all the land that
God promised Abraham. Their capitol is Jerusalem and a smaller palace is built for King
David, who rules over them during the millennium. Daniel 37:24-28
The Israelites multiply and the prophecy given to Isaiah is fulfilled. Isaiah 65:19-25
Every nation is ruled by a resurrected believer, who carries out the decrees coming from
Jesus in Jerusalem. All the nations are told to come once a year to Jerusalem and
worship Jesus. Any nation that refuses to do so is cursed. Zechariah 14:16-21

A NEW TECHNOLOGY

Airplanes used by the World Federation achieved thrust through the use of jet engines.
These are now powered by reversed gravity, a technology utilized by the UFO’s
operating on behalf of Lucifer that appeared all over the world prior to the Antichrist
system.
Ships sail on the oceans once again, moving goods and raw materials from different
nations. What sets them apart from their predecessors is the fact that they are now
operating like hovercraft and powered by reverse gravity engines.
People have automobiles but they no longer use the antiquated combustible engines or
battery packs of the 21st century. Reverse gravity is now a universal source of power for
all transportation vehicles.
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Reversed gravity is the technology used by the angels for their spaceships. Humanity
was never able to obtain this technology until the 1,000 years kingdom when Jesus
made it available.
The electrical grid of the 21st century has been replaced with a new system. All electrical
gadgets are able to access electricity from the earth. Nothing is plugged into an outlet
anymore because the electricity is conveyed wirelessly.
Life on earth is good. There is no sickness. Everyone has a job. There is plenty of food.
Vacation time is available for all people. Humanity can travel freely to any place on
earth.
The good times eventually come to an end with the culmination of the millennium.
Remember, it’s not so important how you begin your life after salvation, but how
you finish it!
Do you have an ear to hear with?
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